
   

 

 
 

Since 1995, Arctic Air has been producing quality, 
affordable refrigeration products to the commercial 
equipment market in the United States and Canada. 

Arctic Air is a division of Broich Enterprises, Inc. and was 
created as a quality, lower cost alternative to the 

standard commercial refrigeration products offered at 
the time. 

 
 
 

Manufacturer of Broilers and Steamers for 60 Years. Our 
Gas Char Broilers are all-ceramic, open-hearth charcoal-

free and include the exclusive Flaretrol® system to control 
flame flare ups and has the added benefit of no messy 

grease trays 
 

 
From our award-winning fountain dispensing 

equipment to our new customizable draft systems, 
Lancer Worldwide delivers innovative beverage 

dispensing solutions for the foodservice industry. 
 

 
 

For over 100 years, we've been proudly crafting kitchen 
appliances and equipment that continue to pass the test of 

time! We are The Legacy Companies - a portfolio whose 
brands and products stand as symbols of heritage, 

excellence in craftmanship and customer satisfaction. 
 

 
 

Renau Corporation is the foodservice industry's premier 
custom control and kitchen system designer. We 

engineer unique and cost-effective products that are all 
proudly designed and manufactured right here in the 

USA 
 

 
 

Somerset pizza dough rollers and bakery dough rollers 
provide solutions for a wide range of foodservice 

application. If dough production is part of your operation, 
our dough rollers are worthy of your consideration and set 

the industry standard for performance and reliability. 

https://arcticairco.com/
https://emberglo.com/
https://www.lancerworldwide.com/
https://thelegacycompanies.com/
https://renau.com/
https://www.smrset.com/


   

 

Vesta Precision specializes in precision cooking, from 
vacuum sealing, freezing, and storing to effortlessly 

cooking restaurant-quality meals with sous vide, blast 
chilling, and smoke infusing. So, whether you’re looking 

to preserve seasonal produce, perfectly cook that 
butcher’s cut ribeye, or easily create inventive cocktails 
for your dinner party, Vesta Precision is your partner in 

the kitchen. 

Southern CaseArts, part of The Royston Group, is a 40 year-
old innovative manufacturer of display cases for the 
foodservice, grocery and convenience store markets. 

Southern CaseArts' heritage and specialty is in 
manufactured cold, frozen, heated and ambient 

temperature display cases that fit any customer need. 

 

Contact Name Email Phone 

Jay Johnson jay@fsa-llc.com 

Sean O'Callaghan seano@fsa-llc.com 510-785-5566 

Larry McCaskie larry@fsa-llc.com 

Mark B Schwanz mark@fsa-llc.com 619-990-6220 
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